
Buy 
Now 

Pay 
Later

83%44% Use BNPL at least 
every 2 weeks

Used BNPL in 
the last year

Of the 1781 people surveyed*…
are new users 
(Started using 
BNPL in last year) 

¼

Use more than 
one provider
(18% use 4+)

¾

20% Pay off BNPL 
with a credit card

75% Use BNPL as a credit 
card alternative

24% Think BNPL has greater risk of 
non-payment than credit cards

50% also have a credit card

*Survey conducted online targeting BNPL users. Use among NZ population will likely be lower. **Multiple can be selected - totals won’t add to 100% ***Excludes mortgages/student loans
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Leisure 
/toys

44%
Health/ 
beauty

Every-day 
items

48%

Technology

53%

87%
Clothes/shoes

BNPL most commonly used when…*

78% I can’t afford the full price

52% Whenever it’s made available

25% BNPL provides a discount

BNPL users say it’s easy to understand…

96%
The full 

cost

64%
Additional 
fees etc.

6% have missed more than three payments

9% delayed bills and other essential purchases because of BNPL due to…**

60% Timing of BNPL occurred at same time as 
other expenses

44% Having multiple BNPL providers

A change in personal circumstances (e.g. job loss)

38% Being enticed by marketing and bought 
more than could afford

32% Inability to afford the full cost of the purchase

30% Being focused on the first instalment rather than the full cost

29% The BNPL credit limit increasing beyond what was affordable

43%
Feel they 
are now better 
at managing payments 

Of those who have missed payments in the past…

65%
Miss fewer 

payments 
than they used to

24% Asked their provider for assistance when they had missed BNPL 
payments or had to delay essential purchases

37% Of those who did ask for help were satisfied

77% who didn’t ask for help said this is because they thought they…*

28%

36%

44%

53%

Might get cut off

Wouldn't get any help

Could solve it themself

Couldn't ask

BNPL most commonly use for…*

One in five (20%)
have missed at least one payment before

Have used BNPL 
before but stopped 
because…*

6% Switched to 
credit/debit

Need to stop 
over-spending46% 31%

Generally now
spending less23%

90% Have other debts 
on top of BNPL

76% Have other short-
term debts***
(credit card/overdraft/loans etc)

25%


